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The Offspring - Amazed
Tom: A
Intro: drums then...

        Over the last two times a second guitar plays :

        And let it ring itself out...

  Woah ...

  Yeah...

  Yeah, ...

  And...

                  If ...

 X 2 with the second guitar playing...the second guitar bit :)

        Let it ring out again...

 X 2

 X 2  2nd guitar...SURPRISE! :)

        Let it ring...

 X 2  2nd guitar

        And fade out to finish...

I'm not sure about the timing, but if you listen to the CD
you'll get the
idea!

TADA!...At last thats finished...hope it's all ok...but if
you've got any
additions or corrections...like if the whole thing's wrong
:)...mail me at my
mates account :

        Enjoy :)
                Dave

---
version 2

Date: Tue, 18 Mar 1997 15:41:44 0000
From: "Lawrence.Docherty"

Subject: TAB 'Amazed' by 'The Offspring'

Ok, well this is the first time I've ever tried to TAB
something, so
I've got

an excuse for any mistakes :)

By the way, the names Dave Bruce :)...just in case you REALLY
wanted
to
know :P :)

Amazed by The Offspring
>From the album Ixnay On The Hombre
Intro: drums then...

        Over the last two times a second guitar plays :

        And let it ring itself out...

  Woah ...

  Yeah...

  Yeah..

  And..

                  If ...

 X 2 with the second guitar playing...the second guitar
bit :)

        Let it ring out again...

 X 2

 X 2  2nd guitar...SURPRISE! :)

        Let it ring...

This last bit starts off kinda muted but gets louder and more
distorted when it gets to the 9
                              9 bit...or something :)
                              7

 X 2  2nd guitar

        And fade out to finish...

I'm not sure about the timing, but if you listen to the CD
you'll get
the idea!

TADA!...At last thats finished...hope it's all ok...but if
you've got
any additions or corrections...like if the whole thing's wrong
:)...
mail me at my mates account :

        Enjoy :)
                Dave
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